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ABSTRACT
Errors in Description Logic (DL) ontologies are often detected when
reasoning yields unintuitive consequences. The question is then
how to repair the ontology in an optimal way, i.e., such that the
unwanted consequences are removed, but a maximal set of the
unobjected consequences is kept. Error-tolerant reasoning does not
commit to a single optimal repair: brave reasoning asks whether
the consequence is entailed by some repair and cautious reasoning
whether it is entailed by all repairs. Previous research on repair-
ing ABoxes w.r.t. TBoxes formulated in the DL EL has developed
methods for computing optimal repairs, and has recently also deter-
mined the complexity of error-tolerant reasoning: brave reasoning
is in P and cautious reasoning is in coNP. However, in this work
the unwanted consequences were restricted to being EL instance
assertions. In the present paper, we show that the mentioned re-
sults can be extended to a setting where also role assertions can
be required to be removed. Our solution is based on a two-stage
approach where first the unwanted role assertions and then the
unwanted concept assertions are removed. We also investigate the
complexity of error-tolerant reasoning w.r.t. classical repairs, which
are maximal subsets of the ABox that do not have the unwanted
consequences, and show that, in this setting, brave reasoning is
NP-complete and cautious reasoning is coNP-complete.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Description logics (DLs) [2] are a well-investigated class of knowl-
edge representation languages, which can be used to describe
the data and the background knowledge of an application do-
main in a structured and formally well-understood way. The data
are represented in an ABox using concept and role assertions,
such as has_parent(SOUTH,KIM) and Famous(KIM), which say
that South has the famous parent Kim. Background information
is represented in a TBox using concept inclusions (CIs), such as
∃has_parent.Famous ⊑ Rich, which says that children of famous
parents are rich. Queries can then be used to derive consequences
from the TBox and the ABox, such as that SOUTH belongs to the
concepts ∃has_parent.Famous and Rich. For the DL EL, which we
have used in this example and on which we will concentrate in
this paper, such instance queries can be answered in polynomial
time [1].

Errors in ontologies are often detected when unintuitive con-
sequences are derived. In our example, the user might decide that
Kim actually is not a parent of South, i.e., that the consequence
has_parent(SOUTH,KIM) is incorrect, and request that it is removed.
In the setting of this paper, such a repair request may contain
both concept and role assertions. The classical approach for sat-
isfying a repair request is to construct a maximal subset of the
ABox that has none of the unwanted consequences. In our example,
this means that the role assertion has_parent(SOUTH,KIM) must
be removed from the ABox. However, this also removes the conse-
quences ∃has_parent.Famous(SOUTH) and Rich(SOUTH), which
the user did not complain about. In fact, it might be that the user
knows that South has a famous parent, but made an error when
naming this parent. Thus, they want to get rid of the erroneous role
assertion, but not of the concept instance relationships for South
that it entails.

Optimal repairs try to keep amaximal set of consequences, rather
than a maximal subset of the input ABox. The rational behind re-
taining a maximal set of consequences, instead of just some more
consequences than the classical approach, is that this is the best
we can do when the only information that we have is that certain
consequences (as specified by the user) need to be removed. In a
series of papers, the authors of [3, 6, 7, 9] have investigated settings
in which such optimal repairs exist and can effectively by computed.
In particular, in [3] they consider (among others) the case where
the background knowledge is static (i.e., cannot be changed) and
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formulated as an EL TBox, the data are given by a generalization of
ABoxes, called quantified ABoxes, which may contain anonymous
individuals, the repair request consists of EL concept assertions,
and one is only interested in answers to instance queries. The last
restriction means that, when judging optimality of a repair, only
implied instance relations need to be taken into account. Formally,
this is reflected by the fact that qABoxes are compared using IQ-
entailment rather than classical first-order entailment. It is shown
in [3] how a set of repairs, called canonical repairs, can be con-
structed that covers the set of all repairs w.r.t. IQ-entailment. The
optimal ones can then be obtained from this set by removing re-
dundant elements, i.e., ones that are strictly IQ-entailed by another
one.

In this paper, we extend the results of [3] to a setting where
the repair request may also contain role assertions. First, we con-
sider role repair requests, which contain only role assertions, and
show that in this case there exists a single optimal repair covering
all repairs that can be computed in polynomial time. In our example,
∃{𝑥}. {has_parent(SOUTH, 𝑥), Famous(𝑥), Famous(KIM)} is this op-
timal repair. This example also illustrates why it is useful to have
anonymous individuals (represented as existentially quantified vari-
ables). It allows us to retain the consequences Rich(SOUTH) and
∃has_parent.Famous(SOUTH), although there is no longer a named
individual in the ABox that is a parent of SOUTH. If the repair re-
quest contains also concept assertions, then one first applies this
approach to the subset consisting of its role assertions, and then
the approach of [3] to the resulting qABox and the concept as-
sertions in the repair request. However, when removing canoni-
cal repairs that are redundant, one needs to use IRQ-entailment
(which takes both concept and role assertions into account) rather
than IQ-entailment (see Example 4.10 for an explanation why IRQ-
entailment is needed). Role assertions in the repair request can
also be dealt with by the repair approach in [6], however not as
first-class citizens, but by expressing them as concept assertions
involving nominals. They are then treated in one go together with
the unwanted concept assertions, rather than a two-stage approach
as in the present paper.

In error-tolerant reasoning, one does not commit to a single
repair, but rather reasons w.r.t. all repairs. Brave entailment asks
whether a given query is entailed by some repair whereas cautious
entailment asks whether the query is entailed by all repairs. This
was originally considered for classical TBox repairs [16, 17], and
only recently investigated in [8] for the optimal repairs of [3]. It is
shown there that brave entailment is in P and cautious entailment
is in coNP, but without a matching lower bound. We show that the
same holds also in the setting considered in the present paper, where
repair requests may also contain role assertions. This extensions
is non-trivial, mainly due to the fact that IRQ-entailment must be
used to compare repairs. We complement these complexity results
for optimal repairs with hardness results for classical repairs, where
brave reasoning is NP-complete and cautious reasoning is coNP-
complete. Similar results are shown in [16, 17], but for a setting
where TBoxes rather than ABoxes are repaired.

2 PRELIMINARIES
First, we introduce the syntax of the DL EL and of quantified
ABoxes, to fix the notation, but refer the reader to standard texts
on DLs [2] for the semantics of the former and to [3, 9] for more in-
formation on the latter. Then, we introduce the relevant entailment
relations and recall some useful results regarding them from [3, 4].

Starting with disjoint sets ΣC of concept names and ΣR of role
names, EL concept descriptions are built using the constructors top
concept (⊤), conjunction (𝐶 ⊓ 𝐷), and existential restriction (∃𝑟 .𝐶).
An EL concept inclusion (CI) is of the form 𝐶 ⊑ 𝐷 for concept
descriptions𝐶, 𝐷 , and an EL TBox T is a finite set of CIs. Given an
additional set ΣI of individual names, disjoint with ΣC and ΣR, an
EL concept assertion is of the form𝐶 (𝑎), where𝐶 is an EL concept
description and 𝑎 ∈ ΣI, and a role assertion is of the form 𝑟 (𝑎, 𝑏),
where 𝑟 ∈ ΣR and 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ ΣI. An EL ABox A is a finite set of concept
assertions and role assertions.

A quantified ABox (qABox) ∃𝑋 .A consists of a finite set 𝑋 of
variables, which is disjoint with Σ = ΣI ∪ ΣC ∪ ΣR, and a matrix A,
which is a finite set of concept assertions 𝐴(𝑢) and role assertions
𝑟 (𝑢, 𝑣), where 𝐴 ∈ ΣC, 𝑟 ∈ ΣR and 𝑢, 𝑣 ∈ ΣI ∪ 𝑋 . Thus, the matrix
is an ABox built over the extended signature Σ ∪ 𝑋 , but cannot
contain complex concept descriptions. An object of ∃𝑋 .A is either
an individual name in ΣI or a variable in 𝑋 .

The semantics of EL can be defined in a model-theoretic way
or by translating concepts 𝐶 into first-order formulas 𝜙𝐶 (𝑥) with
one free variable 𝑥 , and CIs, assertions, TBoxes, and ABoxes into
first-order sentences [2]. For example, the concept assertion 𝐶 (𝑎)
is translated into 𝜙𝐶 (𝑎), where 𝑎 ∈ ΣI is now viewed as a con-
stant symbol. Like EL ABoxes, quantified ABoxes ∃𝑋 .A can be
equipped with a model-theoretic semantics [9] or translated into
FO sentences [4], but where the elements of 𝑋 are viewed as exis-
tentially quantified first-order variables rather than constants.

Let 𝛼, 𝛽 be (q)ABoxes, concept inclusions, or assertions, T an EL
TBox, and 𝜙𝛼 , 𝜙𝛽 , 𝜙T their first-order translations. Then, 𝛼 entails
𝛽 w.r.t. T (𝛼 |=T 𝛽) if the implication (𝜙𝛼 ∧ 𝜙T ) → 𝜙𝛽 is valid
according to the semantics of first-order logic. If ∃𝑋 .A |=T 𝐶 (𝑎),
then 𝑎 is called an instance of 𝐶 w.r.t. ∃𝑋 .A and T . In case T = ∅,
we will sometimes write |= instead of |=∅ . If ∅ |=T 𝐶 ⊑ 𝐷 , then we
also write𝐶 ⊑T 𝐷 and say that𝐶 is subsumed by 𝐷 w.r.t. T ; in case
T = ∅ we simply say that 𝐶 is subsumed by 𝐷 . The subsumption
problem in EL is decidable in polynomial time [1], and the same
is true for entailment between EL ABoxes and entailment of a
concept assertion by a qABox. A role assertion between individuals
is entailed by a qABox iff it is contained in its matrix. The entailment
problem between qABoxes is NP-complete [3, 9].

If one is only interested in instance queries, then using IQ-
entailment rather than first-order entailment between qABoxes is
more appropriate. The qABox ∃𝑋 .A IQ-entails ∃𝑌 .B w.r.t.T (writ-
ten ∃𝑋 .A |=T

IQ ∃𝑌 .B) if ∃𝑌 .B |=T 𝐶 (𝑎) implies ∃𝑋 .A |=T 𝐶 (𝑎)
for each EL concept assertion 𝐶 (𝑎). Given a qABoxes ∃𝑋 .A and
a TBox T , one can compute the IQ-saturation satTIQ (∃𝑋 .A) of
∃𝑋 .A w.r.t. T in polynomial time, and this saturation satisfies
∃𝑋 .A |=T

IQ ∃𝑌 .B iff satTIQ (∃𝑋 .A) |=IQ ∃𝑌 .B for each qABox
∃𝑌 .B [3]. IQ-entailment w.r.t. the empty TBox in turn corresponds
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to the existence of a simulation in the other direction [9]. Since exis-
tence of a simulation is in P [13], IQ-entailment between qABoxes
(with our without TBox) is also in P.

In this paper, we are interested in role relationships in addition
to instance relationships. For this reason, we use IRQ-entailment,
which was first introduced in [4]. The qABox ∃𝑋 .A IRQ-entails
∃𝑌 .B w.r.t. T (written ∃𝑋 .A |=T

IRQ ∃𝑌 .B) if every concept and
role assertion entailed by the latter w.r.t. T is also entailed by the
former w.r.t. T . As shown in [4], ∃𝑋 .A |=T

IRQ ∃𝑌 .B iff ∃𝑋 .A |=T
IQ

∃𝑌 .B and 𝑟 (𝑎, 𝑏) ∈ B implies 𝑟 (𝑎, 𝑏) ∈ A for all 𝑟 ∈ ΣR and
𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ ΣI. Since deciding IQ-entailment and checking the inclusion
relation for the role assertions can be done in polynomial time, IRQ-
entailment is also tractable. Since ABoxes B consist of concept and
role assertions only, ∃𝑋 .A |=T B iff ∃𝑋 .A |=T

IRQ B, which shows
that entailment of an ABox by a qABox w.r.t. T can be decided in
polynomial time [4].

3 IRQ-REPAIRS FOR ABOX REPAIR
REQUESTS

Let ∃𝑋 .A be a qABox and T an EL TBox. When defining a repair
framework, one needs to decide which entailments from ∃𝑋 .A
w.r.t. T one is interested in, and how the unwanted consequences
that should be removedmay look like. The former determines which
entailment relation between qABoxes needs to be considered, and
the later is expressed in the repair request. In our previous work on
repairs in [3], we considered two settings: in both, the repair request
consisted of instance assertions, but the relevant consequences were
either also instance assertions or (Boolean) conjunctive queries. In
the present paper, both the relevant consequences and the repair
requests are ABoxes. Note, however, that an ABox as repair request
is viewed to be a disjunction of its assertions, i.e., to satisfy the repair
request, none of the assertions contained in it are allowed to follow.
In this setting, where not only entailed concept assertions, but also
role assertions are of interest, qABoxes need to be compared using
IRQ-entailment.

Definition 3.1. Let T be an EL TBox and ∃𝑋 .A be a qABox.
• An ABox repair request P is an EL ABox.
• Given an ABox repair request P, an IRQ-repair of ∃𝑋 .A for
P w.r.t. T is a qABox ∃𝑌 .B such that ∃𝑋 .A |=T

IRQ ∃𝑌 .B
and no assertion in P is entailed by ∃𝑌 .B w.r.t. T .

• Such an IRQ-repair is optimal if there is no IRQ-repair ∃𝑍 .C
of ∃𝑋 .A for P w.r.t. T such that ∃𝑍 .C |=T

IRQ ∃𝑌 .B and
∃𝑌 .B ̸|=T

IRQ ∃𝑍 .C.

Given an ABox repair request P, we denote the set of its concept
assertions as P𝐶 and the set of its role assertions as P𝑅 . The request
P is an instance repair request if P = P𝐶 and a role repair request if
P = P𝑅 . We say that a set ℜ of IRQ-repairs of ∃𝑋 .A for P w.r.t.
T IRQ-covers all IRQ-repairs of ∃𝑋 .A for P w.r.t. T if for every
IRQ-repair ∃𝑌 .B of ∃𝑋 .A for P w.r.t. T there exists an element
∃𝑍 .C of ℜ such that ∃𝑍 .C |=T

IRQ ∃𝑌 .B.
In [4], the problem of computing optimal IRQ-repairs has been

considered for the case of instance repair requests. To be more
precise, the following is shown there.

Proposition 3.2 (Proposition 5 in [4]). IfP is an instance repair
request, then up to IRQ-equivalence, the set of optimal IRQ-repairs
of ∃𝑋 .A for P w.r.t. T can be computed in exponential time, and it
IRQ-covers all IRQ-repairs of ∃𝑋 .A for P w.r.t. T .

We now show how this result can be extended from instance
repair requests to ABox repair requests P. The basic idea is to de-
velop a repair approach that can deal with role repair requests, and
then first apply this approach to the input qABox and afterwards
apply the approach from [4] to the result.

3.1 Dealing with role repair requests
Since role assertions are implied by a qABox iff they occur in its
matrix, one might think that the only repair option for a role repair
request is to remove the assertions in the request. Whereas the
qABox obtained this way clearly is a repair, it need not cover all
such repairs.

Example 3.3. Consider the qABox ∃∅. {𝑟 (𝑎, 𝑏), 𝐴(𝑏)}, where 𝑎, 𝑏
are individual names, the empty TBox, and the role repair request
P = {𝑟 (𝑎, 𝑏)}. Removing the role assertion 𝑟 (𝑎, 𝑏) yields the qABox
∃∅. {𝐴(𝑏)}, which is a repair for P, but this qABox does not entail
all repairs for P: for example, ∃{𝑥}. {𝑟 (𝑎, 𝑥), 𝐴(𝑥)} is a repair for
P, but it is not entailed by ∃∅. {𝐴(𝑏)}.

For the naïve idea of just removing the role assertions in the
repair request to work, one must first modify the input ABox ap-
propriately, using the construction sketched in the proof of the
following lemma.

Lemma 3.4. Let ∃𝑋 .A be a qABox. Then one can construct in
polynomial time a qABox ∃𝑌 .B such that

(1) ∃𝑌 .B is IRQ-equivalent to ∃𝑋 .A w.r.t. T , and
(2) if ∃𝑍 .C is obtained from ∃𝑌 .B by removing some role as-

sertions between individuals, then ∃𝑍 .C is IQ-equivalent to
∃𝑋 .A w.r.t. T .

Proof. For each individual 𝑎 occurring in ∃𝑋 .A, we introduce
a fresh variable 𝑥𝑎 as a copy of 𝑎, which we add to the quantifier-
prefix. In addition, we add the following assertions to the matrix:

{𝐴(𝑥𝑎) | 𝐴(𝑎) ∈ A} ∪
{𝑟 (𝑥𝑎, 𝑢) | 𝑟 (𝑎,𝑢) ∈ A} ∪ {𝑟 (𝑢, 𝑥𝑎) | 𝑟 (𝑢, 𝑎) ∈ A}.

Let ∃𝑌 .B be the qABox obtained this way. To see that ∃𝑌 .B is
IRQ-equivalent to ∃𝑋 .A w.r.t. T , first note that both qABoxes
contain exactly the same role assertions between individuals. Thus,
it is sufficient to show that they are IQ-equivalent w.r.t. T . Since
∃𝑌 .B extends ∃𝑋 .A, the former obviously entails the latter, and
thus also IQ-entails it w.r.t. T . To prove that ∃𝑋 .A IQ-entails
∃𝑌 .B w.r.t. T , it is sufficient to show that there is a simulation
𝔖 from ∃𝑌 .B to ∃𝑋 .A. We can define𝔖 as the extension of the
identity on the objects of A that additionally relates the copies 𝑥𝑎
with the respective individuals 𝑎. It is easy to see that𝔖 really is a
simulation.

Regarding Statement 2 of the lemma, it is again clear that ∃𝑌 .B
IQ-entails ∃𝑍 .C w.r.t. T since the latter is obtained from the former
by removing assertions. To prove that the entailment in the other
direction holds as well, it is again enough to show that there is a
simulation from ∃𝑌 .B to ∃𝑍 .C. On the variables, this simulation
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𝔖 is the identity (note that 𝑍 = 𝑌 since only role assertions were
removed) and every individual 𝑎 is related to itself as well as to its
copy 𝑥𝑎 .

This shows that ∃𝑍 .C is IQ-equivalent to ∃𝑌 .B w.r.t. T . □

Example 3.5. Consider the qABox ∃∅. {𝑟 (𝑎, 𝑏), 𝐴(𝑏)} from Ex-
ample 3.3. The qABox ∃𝑌 .B that satisfies the properties stated in
Lemma 3.4, as constructed in the proof of this lemma, is

∃𝑌 .B := ∃{𝑥𝑎, 𝑥𝑏 }. {𝑟 (𝑎, 𝑏), 𝑟 (𝑎, 𝑥𝑏 ), 𝐴(𝑏), 𝐴(𝑥𝑏 ), 𝑟 (𝑥𝑎, 𝑏)}.

Theorem 3.6. Let ∃𝑋 .A be a qABox,T an EL TBox, andP a role
repair request. Consider the qABox ∃𝑌 .B constructed from ∃𝑋 .A
according to Lemma 3.4, and let ∃𝑍 .C be the qABox obtained from
∃𝑌 .B by removing the role assertions between individuals that belong
to P. Then, ∃𝑍 .C is an optimal IRQ-repair of ∃𝑋 .A for P w.r.t. T ,
and the singleton set {∃𝑍 .C} IRQ-covers all IRQ-repairs of ∃𝑋 .A
for P w.r.t. T . This implies that the set of all optimal IRQ-repairs of
∃𝑋 .A for P w.r.t. T (up to IRQ-equivalence) can be computed in
polynomial time.

Proof. First, we show that ∃𝑍 .C is indeed an IRQ-repair of
∃𝑋 .A for P w.r.t. T . By Lemma 3.4, ∃𝑌 .B is IRQ-equivalent to
∃𝑋 .A w.r.t. T and IQ-equivalent to ∃𝑍 .C. Since ∃𝑍 .C is obtained
from ∃𝑌 .B by removing role assertions between individuals, it is
IRQ-entailed by ∃𝑌 .B, and thus IRQ-entailed by ∃𝑋 .A w.r.t. T .
By construction, C does not contain, and thus ∃𝑍 .C does not entail,
any of the role assertions in P.

Second, assume that ∃𝑉 .D is an IRQ-repair of ∃𝑋 .A for P
w.r.t. T . Since ∃𝑋 .A |=T

IRQ ∃𝑉 .D and ∃𝑍 .C is IQ-equivalent to
∃𝑋 .A w.r.t. T and IQ-saturated, we know that ∃𝑍 .C |=IQ ∃𝑉 .D.
In addition, ∃𝑋 .A |=T

IRQ ∃𝑉 .D also implies that D only contains
role assertions between individuals that also occur in A. Since
∃𝑉 .D is an IRQ-repair for P, D does not contain role assertions
from P. Thus, by the construction of ∃𝑍 .C, every role assertion
between individuals in D also belongs to C, which together with
∃𝑍 .C |=IQ ∃𝑉 .D yields ∃𝑍 .C |=T

IRQ ∃𝑉 .D. This shows that
{∃𝑍 .C} IRQ-covers all IRQ-repair of ∃𝑋 .A for P w.r.t. T .

Finally, optimality of ∃𝑍 .C is an immediate consequence of the
covering property we have just shown. In fact, since each IRQ-
repair ∃𝑉 .D of ∃𝑋 .A for P w.r.t. T is IRQ-covered by {∃𝑍 .C},
no such repair can strictly entail ∃𝑍 .C. □

Example 3.7. Consider the TBox, qABox, and role repair request
from Example 3.3. If we remove 𝑟 (𝑎, 𝑏) from the IRQ-equivalent
qABox ∃𝑌 .B constructed in Example 3.5, we obtain the optimal
IRQ-repair ∃𝑍 .C := ∃{𝑥𝑎, 𝑥𝑏 }. {𝑟 (𝑎, 𝑥𝑏 ), 𝐴(𝑏), 𝐴(𝑥𝑏 ), 𝑟 (𝑥𝑎, 𝑏)}.

3.2 Iterated repair
If P = P1 ∪ P2, then one can first repair for P1 and then the
resulting qABoxes for P2. The following theorem can easily be
shown using transitivity of entailment.

Theorem 3.8. Let ∃𝑋 .A be a qABox, T an EL TBox, and P =

P1 ∪ P2 an ABox repair request, and let ℜ be a set of IRQ-repairs
of ∃𝑋 .A for P1 w.r.t. T that IRQ-covers all IRQ-repairs of ∃𝑋 .A
for P1 w.r.t. T . Consider the set ℜ′ of qABoxes that is obtained from
ℜ by replacing each element ∃𝑌 .B of ℜ by the elements of a set of
IRQ-repairs of ∃𝑌 .B for P2 w.r.t. T that IRQ-covers all IRQ-repairs

of ∃𝑌 .B for P2 w.r.t. T . Then,ℜ′ is a set of IRQ-repairs of ∃𝑋 .A for
P w.r.t. T that IRQ-covers all IRQ-repairs of ∃𝑋 .A for P w.r.t. T .

If the covering sets used in the theorem consist of optimal repairs,
then the set ℜ′ also consists of optimal repairs if additionally the
first covering set ℜ is a singleton set.

Corollary 3.9. Assume that, in Theorem 3.8, the setℜ consists of
a single qABox ∃𝑌 .B (which is then necessarily an optimal repair),
and the set of repairs for ∃𝑌 .B consists of optimal repairs. Then, ℜ′

consists (up to IRQ-equivalence) of the optimal IRQ-repairs of ∃𝑋 .A
for P w.r.t. T .

Proof. We know from Theorem 3.8 that ℜ′ IRQ-covers all IRQ-
repairs of ∃𝑋 .A for P w.r.t. T . Thus, it must contain (up to IRQ-
equivalence) all optimal IRQ-repairs of ∃𝑋 .A for P w.r.t. T . As-
sume that one of its elements is not optimal. Then it is strictly
entailed by another element. This contradicts the assumption that
this set only contains optimal repairs of ∃𝑌 .B. □

Given Theorem 3.6, this corollary actually applies in the setting
where P1 = P𝑅 and P2 = P𝐶 . Since we know from Proposition 3.2
that the set of optimal IRQ-repairs for an instance repair request can
be computed in exponential time, and it IRQ-covers all IRQ-repairs,
this yields the following result for ABox repair requests.

Corollary 3.10. Let ∃𝑋 .A be a qABox, T an EL TBox, and P
an ABox repair request. The set of all optimal IRQ-repairs of ∃𝑋 .A
forP w.r.t. T (up to IRQ-equivalence) can be computed in exponential
time, and it IRQ-covers all IRQ-repairs of ∃𝑋 .A for P w.r.t. T .

4 ERROR-TOLERANT REASONING
In error-tolerant reasoning, one does not commit to a single (op-
timal or classical) repairs, but instead reasons with respect to all
repairs. Brave entailment asks whether a given query is entailed by
some repair whereas cautious entailment asks whether the query is
entailed by all repairs. In this section, we investigate the complexity
of error-tolerant reasoning problems both for optimal IRQ-repairs
and for classical repairs.

4.1 Based on Optimal IRQ-Repairs
We assume in the following that the given repair problem has a
repair, which is the case if the repair request P is solvable w.r.t. T ,
i.e., if ⊤ @T 𝐶 for all 𝐶 (𝑎) ∈ P [3].

Definition 4.1. Let ∃𝑋 .A be a qABox, T an EL TBox, P an
ABox repair request that is solvable w.r.t. T , and Q an EL ABox.
Then, Q is bravely IRQ-entailed by ∃𝑋 .A w.r.t. T and P if there
is an optimal IRQ-repair ∃𝑍 .C of ∃𝑋 .A for P w.r.t. T such that
∃𝑍 .C |=T Q. It is cautiously IRQ-entailed by ∃𝑋 .A w.r.t. T and P
if ∃𝑍 .C |=T Q holds for all optimal IRQ-repairs ∃𝑍 .C of ∃𝑋 .A
for P w.r.t. T .

Brave entailment. Brave IRQ-entailment can be decided in polyno-
mial time since it can be reduced to the ABox entailment and the
instance problems in EL, which are both in P. In fact, it is easy
to see that Q is bravely IRQ-entailed by ∃𝑋 .A for P w.r.t. T iff
∃𝑋 .A |=T Q and no assertion in P is entailed by Q w.r.t. T . Intu-
itively, this equivalence holds since the latter statement means that
Q is itself a repair, and requiring entailment from some optimal
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repair is the same as requiring entailment from an arbitrary repair
(see the argument used to show Lemma 16 in [8] for more details).

Theorem 4.2. Brave entailment w.r.t. optimal IRQ-repairs for
ABox repair requests is in P.

Basically, such a reduction is possible whenever the considered
consequence can itself be viewed as a repair. For the setting of
classical repairs (see Section 4.2 below), this is not the case since the
considered consequences need not be subsets of the given qABox.
We will show that, in this setting, brave reasoning is NP-complete.

As argued in [8], brave entailment can also be used to support
computing a specific repair that not only removes unwanted conse-
quences (specified by P), but also retains wanted ones (specified by
Q), if such a repair exists at all. We refer the reader to [8] for details,
and just point out that the results shown in Section 4.1 of that paper
for instance repair requests also hold in our more general setting
of ABox repair requests.

Cautious entailment. This type of entailment cannot be solved by
a simple reduction to classical reasoning in EL, and the naïve
approach of computing all optimal repairs and then checking en-
tailment from them would be too complex since there may be expo-
nentially many optimal repairs, each of which can have exponential
size [7]. To avoid this problem, we need to look more closely at
how optimal repairs for instance repair requests are constructed.

Recall that, given an ABox repair request P, we can compute the
optimal IRQ-repairs of ∃𝑋 .A for P w.r.t. T by first computing the
optimal IRQ-repair of ∃𝑋 .A for P𝑅 w.r.t. T . By Theorem 3.6, this
can be done in polynomial time, and the resulting qABox ∃𝑍 .C
is of polynomial size. The next step is then to compute the op-
timal IRQ-repairs of ∃𝑍 .C for P𝐶 w.r.t. T , which is where the
exponential blow-up could happen. As shown in [4], the canon-
ical IQ-repairs introduced in [3] are also IRQ-repairs, and they
IRQ-cover all IRQ-repairs of ∃𝑍 .C for P𝐶 w.r.t. T . The optimal
IRQ-repairs are obtained from this covering set by removing re-
dundant elements, i.e., elements that are strictly IRQ-entailed by
another one.

To obtain the canonical IQ-repairs of ∃𝑍 .C for P𝐶 w.r.t. T ,
the approach in [3] first saturates this qABox w.r.t. T . Thus, we
consider ∃𝑌 .B := satTIQ (∃𝑍 .C), which can again be computed
in polynomial time. We denote the set of all subconcepts of con-
cepts occurring in P𝐶 or T with Sub(P𝐶 ,T). An atom is a concept
name or an existential restriction. We denote the set of atoms in
Sub(P𝐶 ,T) with Atoms(P𝐶 ,T). Important ingredients in the def-
inition of canonical repairs are repair types and seed functions.

Definition 4.3. A repair typeK for an object𝑢 of ∃𝑌 .B is a subset
of Atoms(P𝐶 ,T) that satisfies the following three conditions:

(1) 𝐾 ̸⊑∅ 𝐾 ′ for all distinct atoms 𝐾,𝐾 ′ ∈ K .
(2) B |= 𝐾 (𝑢) for every atom 𝐾 ∈ K .
(3) K is premise-saturated, i.e., for each atom 𝐾 ∈ K and each

subconcept𝐶 ∈ Sub(P𝐶 ,T), if B |= 𝐶 (𝑢) and𝐶 ⊑T 𝐾 , then
there is an atom 𝐾 ′ ∈ K with 𝐶 ⊑∅ 𝐾 ′. 1

A repair type assignment (rta) on ∃𝑍 .C for P𝐶 w.r.t. T assigns to
each individual 𝑎 a repair type for 𝑎. Such a function is called a

1A repair pre-type need only satisfy the first two conditions.

repair seed function (rsf) if for each 𝑃 (𝑎) ∈ P𝐶 , there is 𝐾 ∈ 𝑠 (𝑎)
such that 𝑃 ⊑∅ 𝐾.

It is shown in [3] that each repair seed function 𝑠 induces a canon-
ical IQ-repair, denoted by repTIQ (∃𝑍 .C, 𝑠). Since these canonical
repairs IRQ-cover all repairs of ∃𝑍 .C for P𝐶 w.r.t. T [4], Theo-
rem 3.8 and Corollary 3.9 yield the following result.

Proposition 4.4. Let P be an ABox repair request and ∃𝑍 .C be
the optimal IRQ-repair of ∃𝑋 .A for P𝑅 w.r.t. T . Then the set of all
canonical IQ-repairs repTIQ (∃𝑍 .C, 𝑠) (where 𝑠 ranges over all repair
seed functions on ∃𝑍 .C for P𝐶 w.r.t. T ) IRQ-covers all IRQ-repairs
of ∃𝑋 .A for P w.r.t. T . Removing all elements from this set that are
strictly IRQ-entailed by another element yields the set of all optimal
IRQ-repairs of ∃𝑋 .A for P w.r.t. T .

Following [8], we do not compute the (exponentially large)
canonical repairs, but instead work directly with the (polynomially
small) seed functions. To make this feasible, we need to show that
entailment from the induced canonical repairs as well as optimality
of these repairs can be decided in time polynomial in the size of
the seed function, the qABox ∃𝑍 .C, and the TBox T .

Tractability of the first problem is an immediate consequence of
the following lemma, for whose formulation we need to introduce
some notation. Given setsK and L of concept descriptions, we say
that K is covered by L (written K ≤ L) if, for each 𝐾 ∈ K , there
is 𝐿 ∈ L such that 𝐾 ⊑∅ 𝐿. If K is a repair type and 𝑣 an object in
the saturated qABox ∃𝑌 .B, then we define Succ(K, 𝑟 , 𝑣) B {𝐶 |
∃𝑟 .𝐶 ∈ K and B |=T 𝐶 (𝑣)}.

Lemma 4.5. Let Q be an EL ABox such that ∃𝑍 .C |=T Q and 𝑠
be a repair seed function on ∃𝑍 .C for P𝐶 w.r.t. T . Then, Q is entailed
by the canonical IQ-repair induced by 𝑠 iff for each𝐶 (𝑎) ∈ Q,𝐶 is not
subsumed by any atom in 𝑠 (𝑎) w.r.t. T , and Succ(𝑠 (𝑎), 𝑟 , 𝑏) ≤ 𝑠 (𝑏)
holds for each 𝑟 (𝑎, 𝑏) ∈ Q.

Restricted to concept assertions, this result was already stated
in [8]. The part on role assertions is an easy consequence of the
way role assertions in the canonical repair are defined in [3]. Since
the conditions on the right-hand sides of the equivalences can
obviously be checked in polynomial time, we obtain the following
tractability result.

Proposition 4.6. Given a qABox ∃𝑍 .C, a TBox T , an instance
repair request P𝐶 , a repair seed function 𝑠 , and an ABox Q, we can
decide in polynomial time whether Q is entailed by the canonical
IQ-repair induced by 𝑠 w.r.t. T .

To address the problem of checking optimality, we use a pre-
order on seed functions that reflects IRQ-entailment between the
induced canonical repairs. For IQ-entailment, such a pre-order was
already introduced in [5] and used in [8]. Its extension to IRQ-
entailment was also sketched in [5].

Definition 4.7. Let 𝑠, 𝑡 be rtas on ∃𝑍 .C for P𝐶 w.r.t. T . We say
that 𝑠 is ≤IQ -covered by 𝑡 (denoted 𝑠 ≤IQ 𝑡 ) if 𝑠 (𝑎) ≤ 𝑡 (𝑎) holds for
each 𝑎 ∈ ΣI. Additionally, 𝑠 is ≤IRQ -covered by 𝑡 (denoted 𝑠 ≤IRQ 𝑡 )
if 𝑠 ≤IQ 𝑡 and if, for all 𝑟 (𝑎, 𝑏) ∈ C with 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ ΣI, it holds that
Succ(𝑡 (𝑎), 𝑟 , 𝑏) ≤ 𝑡 (𝑏) implies Succ(𝑠 (𝑎), 𝑟 , 𝑏) ≤ 𝑠 (𝑏).

The following lemma is an easy consequence of Lemma 4.5.
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Lemma 4.8 ([5]). Let 𝑠, 𝑡 be rsfs on ∃𝑍 .C for P𝐶 w.r.t. T . Then
𝑠 ≤IRQ 𝑡 iff repTIQ (∃𝑍 .C, 𝑠) |=T

IRQ repTIQ (∃𝑍 .C, 𝑡).

Given any pre-order ≤, we write 𝛼 < 𝛽 if 𝛼 ≤ 𝛽 and 𝛽 ≰ 𝛼 ,
and say that 𝛼 is ≤-minimal if there is no 𝛽 such that 𝛽 < 𝛼 . The
previous lemma together with Proposition 4.4 implies that minimal
seed functions correspond to optimal repairs in the following sense.

Proposition 4.9. If 𝑠 is a ≤IRQ -minimal rsf, then repTIQ (∃𝑍 .C, 𝑠)
is an optimal IRQ-repair of ∃𝑋 .A for P w.r.t. T , and every optimal
IRQ-repair of ∃𝑋 .A for P w.r.t. T is IRQ-equivalent to a canonical
repair repTIQ (∃𝑍 .C, 𝑠) for a ≤IRQ -minimal rsf 𝑠 .

The following example illustrates why we must use ≤IRQ -mini-
mality rather than ≤IQ -minimality in this proposition.

Example 4.10. Consider the qABox ∃∅.A = ∃∅. {𝐴(𝑏), 𝑟 (𝑎, 𝑏)},
the empty TBox, and the repair request P = {∃𝑟 .𝐴(𝑎)}. Since
there is no role assertion in P, the optimal role repair is ∃∅.A
itself. There is only one ≤IQ -minimal rsf 𝑠 with 𝑠 (𝑎) = {∃𝑟 .𝐴} and
𝑠 (𝑏) = ∅, which yields the canonical IQ-repair repTIQ (∃∅.A, 𝑠) in
which 𝑟 (𝑎, 𝑏) does not occur, but the individual 𝑏 still belongs to 𝐴.

The rsf 𝑡 with 𝑡 (𝑎) = {∃𝑟 .𝐴} and 𝑡 (𝑏) = {𝐴} is not ≤IQ -minimal
since 𝑠 <IQ 𝑡 . It is, however, ≤IRQ -minimal. In fact, 𝑠 ≰IRQ 𝑡

since Succ(𝑡 (𝑎), 𝑟 , 𝑏) = {𝐴} ≤ 𝑡 (𝑏) = {𝐴}, but Succ(𝑠 (𝑎), 𝑟 , 𝑏) =

{𝐴} ≰ 𝑠 (𝑏) = ∅. The function 𝑡 induces the canonical IQ-repair
repTIQ (∃∅.A, 𝑡), in which 𝑟 (𝑎, 𝑏) occurs, but the individual 𝑏 is
no longer an instance of 𝐴. If we are only interested in concept
assertions, this repair is not optimal, but in the context of this
paper, where we are also interested in role assertion, it has the
consequences 𝑟 (𝑎, 𝑏), which repTIQ (∃∅.A, 𝑠) does not have.

It remains to show that checking ≤IRQ -minimality is tractable.
Since the proof of this result is rather technical, we defer it to
Section 5 and only state the main result here.

Proposition 4.11. ≤IRQ -minimality of seed functions can be de-
cided in polynomial time.

With this result in place, we can now show that cautious entail-
ment is in coNP by describing an NP-procedure for non-entailment.
As sketched above, we first compute in polynomial time the opti-
mal repair ∃𝑍 .C of ∃𝑋 .A for P𝑅 w.r.t. T based on the construc-
tion described in the proof of Theorem 3.6. Then, we execute a
guess-and-check NP-procedure as follows: we guess a function
𝑠 : ΣI → ℘(Atoms(R,T)) and check whether (i) 𝑠 is a repair
seed function on ∃𝑍 .C for P𝐶 w.r.t. T ; (ii) 𝑠 is ≤IRQ -minimal; and
(iii) 𝑠 does not satisfy one of the conditions described in Lemma 4.5,
and thus the canonical IQ-repair induced by 𝑠 does not entail Q.
Note that these three tasks can be performed in polynomial time.
This guess-and-check procedure is successful iff there is an optimal
IRQ-repair of ∃𝑋 .A for P w.r.t. T that does not entail Q.

Theorem 4.12. Cautious entailment w.r.t. optimal IRQ-repairs
for ABox repair requests is in coNP.

4.2 Based on Classical Repairs
If we consider classical repairs [14, 20, 21] rather than optimal ones,
then we obtain a matching coNP lower bound for cautious reason-
ing, and even brave reasoning becomes NP-hard. First, we recall the

relevant definitions for classical repairs, adapted to qABoxes. Note
that, for classical repairs, the optimality criterion of being subset
maximal is already built into the definition of the repair.

Definition 4.13. Let ∃𝑋 .A be a qABox, T an EL TBox, and P
an ABox repair request. The qABox ∃𝑋 .B is a classical repair of
∃𝑋 .A for P w.r.t. T if B ⊆ A, no assertion in P is entailed by
∃𝑋 .B w.r.t. T , and for each qABox ∃𝑋 .C such that B ⊂ C ⊆ A,
there is an assertion in P that is entailed by ∃𝑋 .C w.r.t. T .

For a given query Q, the brave entailment problem for classical
repairs asks whether there is a classical repair of ∃𝑋 .A for P w.r.t.
T such that the repair entails Q, whereas the cautious entailment
problem asks if Q is entailed by each classical repair of ∃𝑋 .A for
P w.r.t. T .

Proposition 4.14. Brave entailment for classical repairs of qABoxes
w.r.t. EL TBoxes is NP-complete.

Proof. An NP procedure for deciding brave entailment can be
obtained as follows. Given ∃𝑋 .A,T ,P, andQ, we guess a subset of
A and check whether it entails Q w.r.t. T , but does not entail any of
the assertions in P w.r.t. T . To test whetherB is maximal, we check
whether there is no element 𝛼 ∈ A \B such that ∃𝑋 .B ∪ {𝛼} does
not entail any of the assertions in P w.r.t. T . It is clear that all these
tests can be performed in polynomial time.

We show NP-hardness by a reduction from the NP-complete
problem monotone 1-in-3-SAT [19]. Given a setV = {𝑝1, . . . , 𝑝𝑚}
of propositional variables and 𝑛 3-clauses 𝑐1, . . . , 𝑐𝑛 such that each
𝑐𝑖 is of the form 𝑝𝑖1 ∨ 𝑝

𝑖
2 ∨ 𝑝

𝑖
3, where 𝑝

𝑖
1, 𝑝

𝑖
2, 𝑝

𝑖
3 ∈ V , a solution of

the problem is an assignment of truth values to the variables that
makes exactly one variable in each clause true. We assume w.l.o.g.
that every variable is contained in at least one clause.

Given such an instance of the monotone 1-in-3-SAT problem, we
construct an instance of the brave entailment problem for classical
repairs as follows. We introduce a concept name 𝑃 𝑗 for each 𝑝 𝑗 ∈ V
and concept names 𝐵𝑖 ,𝐶𝑖 for each clause 𝑐𝑖 , and consider the ABox
A := {𝑃1 (𝑎), . . . , 𝑃𝑚 (𝑎)}. The TBox T contains the following CIs
for each clause 𝑐𝑖 = 𝑝𝑖1 ∨ 𝑝

𝑖
2 ∨ 𝑝

𝑖
3:

(∗) 𝑃𝑖1 ⊓ 𝑃
𝑖
2 ⊑ 𝐵𝑖 , 𝑃

𝑖
1 ⊓ 𝑃

𝑖
3 ⊑ 𝐵𝑖 , 𝑃

𝑖
2 ⊓ 𝑃

𝑖
3 ⊑ 𝐵𝑖 and

(∗∗) 𝑃𝑖1 ⊑ 𝐶𝑖 , 𝑃
𝑖
2 ⊑ 𝐶𝑖 , 𝑃

𝑖
3 ⊑ 𝐶𝑖 .

Then, we define the repair request P = {𝐵1 (𝑎), . . . , 𝐵𝑛 (𝑎)} and the
query Q = {𝐶1 (𝑎), . . . ,𝐶𝑛 (𝑎)}.

Intuitively, making the variable 𝑝 𝑗 true corresponds to keeping
𝑃 𝑗 (𝑎) in the repair. Thus, the CIs of the form (∗) together with
the repair request express the condition that at most one of the
variables in 𝑐𝑖 can be true. The CIs of the form (∗∗) together with
the query express that at least one of the variables in 𝑐𝑖 must be
true. Before we can conclude that the given monotone 1-in-3-SAT
problem has a solution iff Q is entailed by some classical repair of
A for P w.r.t. T , we need to explain why the maximality condition
in the definition of classical repairs is satisfied. The reason is that,
for every 𝑃 𝑗 (𝑎) that is removed from the repair, the corresponding
variable 𝑝 𝑗 belongs to some clause 𝑐𝑖 . This clause is then satisfied
by another of its variables, and thus adding back 𝑃 𝑗 (𝑎) would then
trigger a CI of the form (∗∗), thus entailing 𝐵𝑖 (𝑎). □

A standard way for obtaining classical repairs is to compute
all justifications and then use Reiter’s hitting set duality [18] to
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generate the repairs from them. The qABox ∃𝑋 .C is a justification
of P for ∃𝑋 .A w.r.t. T if C is a minimal subset of A such that P
is entailed by ∃𝑋 .C w.r.t. T . The classical repairs are obtained by
computing all minimal hitting sets D of the collection of justifi-
cations, and then considering all ABoxes B generated from A by
removing one of these sets D. Given a collection of sets, a hitting
set is a set that has a non-empty intersection with each element of
the collection. An easy consequence of this duality, which will be
used in the proof of the next proposition, is that an assertion not
belonging to any justification is contained in every classical repair.
The hardness proof given below is inspired by the proof of a similar
hardness result for cautious reasoning in the setting of repairing
EL TBoxes [17].

Proposition 4.15. Cautious entailment for classical repairs of
qABoxes w.r.t. EL TBoxes is coNP-complete.

Proof. An NP procedure for cautious non-entailment can be ob-
tained by guessing a subset of the ABox and then checking whether
it is a classical repair and whether Q is not entailed, similarly to
what we have described in the previous proof.

We showNP-hardness of cautious non-entailment by a reduction
of the NP-complete “path via a node” problem [11, 15]: given a
directed graph (𝑉 , 𝐸) and vertices 𝑠, 𝑡,𝑚 ∈ 𝑉 , this problem asks
whether there is a simple path2 from 𝑠 to 𝑡 via𝑚?

To define the reduction, we consider a directed graphG B (𝑉 , 𝐸)
and vertices 𝑠, 𝑡,𝑚 ∈ 𝑉 . We first split the vertex𝑚 into a new edge
from𝑚1 to𝑚2, which yields the directed graph G′ B (𝑉 ′, 𝐸 ′) with
vertex set 𝑉 ′ B (𝑉 \ {𝑚}) ∪ {𝑚1,𝑚2} and edge set

𝐸 ′ B { (𝑣,𝑤) | (𝑣,𝑤) ∈ 𝐸, 𝑣 ≠𝑚, 𝑤 ≠𝑚 } ∪ {(𝑚1,𝑚2)}
∪ { (𝑣,𝑚1) | (𝑣,𝑚) ∈ 𝐸, 𝑣 ≠𝑚 }
∪ { (𝑚2,𝑤) | (𝑚,𝑤) ∈ 𝐸, 𝑤 ≠𝑚 }.

Each path in G via𝑚 corresponds to a path in G′ containing the
new edge (𝑚1,𝑚2) in the obvious way.

This modified graph is represented in the ABox by using concept
names Edge⟨𝑣→𝑤⟩ for all 𝑣,𝑤 ∈ 𝑉 ′:

A B { Edge⟨𝑣→𝑤⟩(𝑎) | (𝑣,𝑤) ∈ 𝐸 ′ },
where 𝑎 is some fixed individual name. To represent paths from
any node 𝑣 to the terminal node 𝑡 , we employ concept names
Path⟨𝑣→𝑡⟩ for all 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 ′. The connection between such paths
and the edges is axiomatized in the TBox:

T B {⊤ ⊑ Path⟨𝑡→𝑡⟩} ∪
{ Edge⟨𝑣→𝑤⟩ ⊓ Path⟨𝑤→𝑡⟩ ⊑ Path⟨𝑣→𝑡⟩ | (𝑣,𝑤) ∈ 𝐸 ′ }.

Obviously, Path⟨𝑠→𝑡⟩(𝑎) is entailed byA w.r.t.T iff there is a path
from 𝑠 to 𝑡 in G′. Moreover, it is easy to see that the simple paths
from 𝑠 to 𝑡 in G′ correspond to the justifications for Path⟨𝑠→𝑡⟩(𝑎)
in the obvious way. Consequently, there is a simple path from 𝑠

to 𝑡 via𝑚 in the original graph G iff there is a simple path from
𝑠 to 𝑡 using the edge (𝑚1,𝑚2) in G′ iff there is a justification for
Path⟨𝑠→𝑡⟩(𝑎) containing Edge⟨𝑚1→𝑚2⟩(𝑎). Thus, if we define
P B {Path⟨𝑠→𝑡⟩(𝑎)} and Q B {Edge⟨𝑚1→𝑚2⟩(𝑎)}, then there
is a simple path from 𝑠 to 𝑡 via𝑚 in G iff there is a classical repair
of A for P w.r.t. T that does not contain Edge⟨𝑚1→𝑚2⟩(𝑎) iff
2A path is simple if it does not contain any vertex more than once.

Edge⟨𝑚1→𝑚2⟩(𝑎) is not a cautious consequence ofA w.r.t. T and
P for classical repairs. □

5 IRQ-MINIMALITY OF SEED FUNCTIONS
In this section, we assume that the qABoxes ∃𝑍 .C and ∃𝑌 .B are
defined as in Section 4.1 and that repair types, rtas and rsfs are
defined for these qABoxes w.r.t. the instance repair request P𝐶 . We
prove that ≤IRQ -minimality of seed functions can be decided in
polynomial time. Basically, we show that, if 𝑠 is not ≤IRQ -minimal,
then we can effectively find an rsf 𝑡 with 𝑡 <IRQ 𝑠 among a poly-
nomial number of candidates. We start with characterizing the
relation <IRQ .

Lemma 5.1. Let 𝑠, 𝑡 be repair type assignments on ∃𝑍 .C for P𝐶
w.r.t. T . Then, 𝑡 <IRQ 𝑠 iff the following two conditions hold:

(1) 𝑡 (𝑏) ≤ 𝑠 (𝑏) for all 𝑏 ∈ ΣI and there exists 𝑎 ∈ ΣI such that
𝑡 (𝑎) < 𝑠 (𝑎);

(2) Succ(𝑠 (𝑐), 𝑟 , 𝑑) ≤ 𝑠 (𝑑) implies Succ(𝑡 (𝑐), 𝑟 , 𝑑) ≤ 𝑡 (𝑑) for all
𝑟 (𝑐, 𝑑) ∈ A with 𝑐, 𝑑 ∈ ΣI.

Proof. The “if” direction is trivial. To show the “only if” direc-
tion, assume that 𝑡 <IRQ 𝑠 . Then 𝑡 ≤IRQ 𝑠 and thus 𝑡 (𝑏) ≤ 𝑠 (𝑏) for
all 𝑏 ∈ ΣI and Statement 2 of the lemma hold. Assume that State-
ment 1 does not hold. Then 𝑠 (𝑏) ≤ 𝑡 (𝑏) holds for all 𝑏 ∈ ΣI. We
claim that this implies 𝑠 ≤IRQ 𝑡 . For this, it is enough to show, for
all 𝑟 (𝑐, 𝑑) ∈ A with 𝑐, 𝑑 ∈ ΣI, that Succ(𝑡 (𝑐), 𝑟 , 𝑑) ≤ 𝑡 (𝑑) implies
Succ(𝑠 (𝑐), 𝑟 , 𝑑) ≤ 𝑠 (𝑑). This is an immediate consequence of the
fact that 𝑡 (𝑑) ≤ 𝑠 (𝑑) and transitivity of ≤. □

On the way towards satisfying Statement 1, we recall from [8]
how, for a given repair typeK , a non-empty setM of atoms covered
by it can be employed to construct a repair pre-type that is strictly
covered by K .

Definition 5.2 ([8]). Let K be a repair type for 𝑢 and M be a
non-empty subset of Atoms(P𝐶 ,T) such thatM ≤ K . We define
the lowering of K w.r.t.M by

low(K,M) B Max

 𝐸
�������
𝐸 ∈ Atoms(P𝐶 ,T), B |= 𝐸 (𝑢),
𝐸 ⊑∅ 𝐾 for some 𝐾 ∈ K,
𝑀 ̸⊑∅ 𝐸 for each𝑀 ∈ M

 .
It was shown in [8] that low(K,M) is a repair pre-type that

satisfies low(K,M) < K . The idea is now to use this lowering
function to construct, for a given rta 𝑠 and an atom 𝐷 ∈ 𝑠 (𝑎) for
some individual 𝑎, a strictly smaller rta 𝑡 for which 𝐷 ∉ 𝑡 (𝑎). There
are, however, two problems to overcome. First, we must ensure that
the sets 𝑡 (𝑑) for 𝑑 ∈ ΣI are repair types. Second, we must guarantee
that Statement 2 of Lemma 5.1 also holds. This is taken care of by
the construction introduced in the next definition.

Definition 5.3. Let 𝑠 be an rta and 𝐷 ∈ 𝑠 (𝑎) for some 𝑎 ∈ ΣI. We
inductively define the following sets:

• M0
𝑎 := {𝐷} andM0

𝑏
:= ∅ for each 𝑏 ∈ ΣI \ {𝑎},

• for each 𝑐 ∈ ΣI, the set M𝑖+1
𝑐 consists of

(1) all atoms in M𝑖
𝑐 ,

(2) all atoms 𝐹 ∈ low(𝑠 (𝑐),M𝑖
𝑐 ) for which there exists 𝐶 ∈

Sub(P𝐶 ,T) such that B |= 𝐶 (𝑢), 𝐶 ⊑T 𝐹 , and {𝐶} ≰
low(𝑠 (𝑐),M𝑖

𝑐 ), and
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(3) all atoms ∃𝑟 .𝐸 ∈ low(𝑠 (𝑐),M𝑖
𝑐 ) for which there is 𝑟 (𝑐, 𝑑) ∈

C with 𝑑 ∈ ΣI such that Succ(𝑠 (𝑐), 𝑟 , 𝑑) ≤ 𝑠 (𝑑), 𝐸 ∈
Succ(low(𝑠 (𝑐),M𝑖

𝑐 ), 𝑟 , 𝑑), and {𝐸} ≰ low(𝑠 (𝑑),M𝑖
𝑑
).

For 𝑐 ∈ ΣI, we setM𝑐 := M 𝑗
𝑐 , where 𝑗 is minimal such thatM 𝑗+1

𝑑
=

M 𝑗

𝑑
for all 𝑑 ∈ ΣI. We define the lowering function low(𝑠, 𝐷 (𝑎)) of

𝑠 w.r.t. 𝐷 (𝑎) as low(𝑠, 𝐷 (𝑎)) : 𝑐 ↦→ low(𝑠 (𝑐),M𝑐 ) for all 𝑐 ∈ ΣI.3

Using an argument similar to the one employed in the proof
for Lemma 10 in [8], we can show that low(𝑠 (𝑐),M𝑐 ) is a repair
type for 𝑐 , for each 𝑐 ∈ ΣI, and thus low(𝑠, 𝐷 (𝑎)) is a repair type
assignment. Next, we show that it is strictly smaller than 𝑠 .

Lemma 5.4. If 𝑠 is an rta and 𝐷 ∈ 𝑠 (𝑎), then low(𝑠, 𝐷 (𝑎)) <IRQ 𝑠 .

Proof. Let 𝑠 ′ := low(𝑠, 𝐷 (𝑎)). We first show that (1) 𝑠 ′(𝑎) <

𝑠 (𝑎) and 𝑠 ′(𝑏) ≤ 𝑠 (𝑏) for each 𝑏 ∈ ΣI \ {𝑎}. We can show by
induction that M𝑖

𝑎 is not empty and is covered by 𝑠 (𝑎) for each
𝑖 ≥ 0. As shown in Lemma 8 of [8], 𝑠 ′(𝑎) = low(𝑠 (𝑎),M𝑎) <

𝑠 (𝑎). Likewise, for each individual 𝑏 ∈ ΣI \ {𝑎}, we can also show
by induction that M𝑖

𝑏
is covered by 𝑠 (𝑏) for each 𝑖 . If M𝑏 is not

empty, then, by Lemma 8 of [8], we have 𝑠 ′(𝑏) = low(𝑠 (𝑏),M𝑏 ) <
𝑠 (𝑏). Otherwise, 𝑠 ′(𝑏) = low(𝑠 (𝑏),M𝑏 ) = low(𝑠 (𝑏), ∅) = 𝑠 (𝑏).
Consequently, we have 𝑠 ′(𝑏) ≤ 𝑠 (𝑏) for each 𝑏 ∈ ΣI \ {𝑎}.

Next, we show that (2) for each 𝑟 (𝑐, 𝑑) ∈ A with 𝑐, 𝑑 ∈ ΣI, if
Succ(𝑠 (𝑐), 𝑟 , 𝑑) ≤ 𝑠 (𝑑), then Succ(𝑠 ′(𝑐), 𝑟 , 𝑑) ≤ 𝑠 ′(𝑑). Let 𝑗 be the
index that is defined in Definition 5.3 andM𝑐 = M 𝑗

𝑐 . Assume to the
contrary that Succ(𝑠 (𝑐), 𝑟 , 𝑑) ≤ 𝑠 (𝑑), but Succ(𝑠 ′(𝑐), 𝑟 , 𝑑) ≰ 𝑠 ′(𝑑).
This would imply that there is ∃𝑟 .𝐸 ∈ 𝑠 ′(𝑐) = low(𝑠 (𝑐),M 𝑗

𝑐 )
such that 𝐸 ∈ Succ(𝑠 ′(𝑐), 𝑟 , 𝑑), but {𝐸} ≰ 𝑠 ′(𝑑). It would fol-
low that ∃𝑟 .𝐸 ∈ M 𝑗+1

𝑐 = M 𝑗
𝑐 . However, this is a contradiction

to ∃𝑟 .𝐸 ∈ low(𝑠 (𝑐),M 𝑗
𝑐 ) since the lowering set requires ∃𝑟 .𝐸 to not

be subsumed by any element inM 𝑗
𝑐 .

Given (1) and (2), we can infer low(𝑠, 𝐷 (𝑎)) <IRQ 𝑠 by Lemma 5.1.
□

The next lemma connects rtas smaller than 𝑠 with a certain
lowering of 𝑠 .

Lemma 5.5. If 𝑡 <IRQ 𝑠 for rtas 𝑠, 𝑡 , then there exist 𝑎 ∈ ΣI and
𝐷 ∈ 𝑠 (𝑎) such that 𝑡 ≤IQ low(𝑠, 𝐷 (𝑎)).

Proof. Since 𝑡 <IRQ 𝑠 , we know that the two conditions in
Lemma 5.1 are fulfilled. Specifically, Condition (1) yields an individ-
ual 𝑎 such that 𝑡 (𝑎) < 𝑠 (𝑎). Since 𝑠 (𝑎) is not covered by 𝑡 (𝑎), there
must be an atom 𝐷 in 𝑠 (𝑎) that is not subsumed by any atom in
𝑡 (𝑎). We consider the lowering low(𝑠, 𝐷 (𝑎)), and show that 𝑡 is ≤IQ -
covered by it. To do so, we prove by induction on 𝑖 that, for each
individual name 𝑐 , the repair type 𝑡 (𝑐) is covered by low(𝑠 (𝑐),M𝑖

𝑐 ).
Base case (𝑖 = 0). If 𝑐 = 𝑎, then M0

𝑐 = {𝐷} and the claim follows
as in the base case of the proof of Lemma 11 in [8] (treating 𝑡 (𝑎)
as L and 𝑠 (𝑎) as K). If 𝑐 ≠ 𝑎, then M0

𝑐 = ∅ and the claim follows
since low(𝑠 (𝑐), ∅) = 𝑠 (𝑐).

Induction step (𝑖 → 𝑖 + 1). Consider an individual name 𝑐 ∈ ΣI
and an atom 𝐿 ∈ 𝑡 (𝑐). We must show that there is an atom in
low(𝑠 (𝑐),M𝑖+1

𝑐 ) that subsumes 𝐿. We prove this by verifying that
𝐿 satisfies the conditions stated for 𝐸 in Definition 5.2. The proof is
3Strictly speaking, low(𝑠 (𝑐),M𝑐 ) is not defined if M𝑐 = ∅. In this case, we set
low(𝑠 (𝑐), ∅) := 𝑠 (𝑐) .

similar to that of Lemma 11 in [8] (treating 𝑡 (𝑐) as L and 𝑠 (𝑐) as
K), with the exception of Case (3) below, which corresponds to the
new case (3) in Definition 5.3.

• Since 𝑡 (𝑐) is a repair type for 𝑐 , we know that B |= 𝐿(𝑐).
• Due to 𝑡 (𝑐) ≤ 𝑠 (𝑐), there is 𝐾 ∈ 𝑠 (𝑐) with 𝐿 ⊑∅ 𝐾 .
• It remains to show that𝑀 @∅ 𝐿 for each𝑀 ∈ M𝑖+1

𝑐 . Assume
the contrary. According to Definition 5.3, there are three pos-
sible reasons for𝑀 to belong toM𝑖+1

𝑐 . That the cases (1) and
(2) lead us to a contradiction can be shown as in the inductive
case of the proof of Lemma 11 in [8]. Thus, we concentrate
on the new case (3). In this case, 𝑀 is of the form ∃𝑟 .𝐸 for
an existential restriction ∃𝑟 .𝐸 ∈ low(𝑠 (𝑐),M𝑖

𝑐 ) that satisfies
the conditions formulated in case (3) of Definition 5.3.
By assumption we have that ∃𝑟 .𝐸 ⊑∅ 𝐿, and thus the re-
cursive characterization of subsumption in [10] implies that
𝐿 = ∃𝑟 .𝐹 for a concept 𝐹 satisfying 𝐸 ⊑∅ 𝐹 . Since 𝐸 ∈
Succ(low(𝑠 (𝑐),M𝑖

𝑐 ), 𝑟 , 𝑑), we haveB |= 𝐸 (𝑑), and thus 𝐸 ⊑∅

𝐹 implies B |= 𝐹 (𝑑). Now, {𝐸} ≰ low(𝑠 (𝑑),M𝑖
𝑑
) together

with 𝐸 ⊑∅ 𝐹 implies that {𝐹 } ≰ low(𝑠 (𝑑),M𝑖
𝑑
).

Now recall that 𝐿 = ∃𝑟 . 𝐹 is in 𝑡 (𝑐), and so B |= 𝐹 (𝑑) implies
that 𝐹 ∈ Succ(𝑡 (𝑐), 𝑟 , 𝑑). Furthermore, it follows from Condi-
tion (2) of Lemma 5.1 that Succ(𝑡 (𝑐), 𝑟 , 𝑑) ≤ 𝑡 (𝑑), and so we
obtain that {𝐹 } ≤ 𝑡 (𝑑). Since 𝑡 (𝑑) ≤ low(𝑠 (𝑑),M𝑖

𝑑
) by the

induction hypothesis, it follows that {𝐹 } ≤ low(𝑠 (𝑑),M𝑖
𝑑
),

a contradiction! □

In general, 𝑡 ≤IRQ low(𝑠, 𝐷 (𝑎)) need not hold. The following
example shows that 𝑡 <IRQ 𝑠 does not imply the existence of
𝐷 ∈ 𝑠 (𝑎) such that 𝑡 ≤IRQ low(𝑠, 𝐷 (𝑎)).

Example 5.6. Consider the TBox T = {∃𝑟2 .𝐴 ⊑ ∃𝑟1 .∃𝑟2 .⊤}, the
qABox ∃∅.A = ∃∅. {𝑟1 (𝑎, 𝑎), 𝑟2 (𝑎, 𝑏), 𝐴(𝑏), 𝐵(𝑏),𝐶 (𝑏)}, and the
repair request P𝐶 = {∃𝑟2 .(𝐴 ⊓ 𝐵 ⊓𝐶) (𝑎), ∃𝑟1 .∃𝑟2 .(𝐴 ⊓ 𝐵) (𝑏)}.

Let 𝑠, 𝑡 be the rtas defined as 𝑠 (𝑎) := {∃𝑟2 .𝐴, ∃𝑟1 .∃𝑟2 .⊤}, 𝑡 (𝑎) :=
{∃𝑟2 .(𝐴 ⊓ 𝐵 ⊓ 𝐶), ∃𝑟1 .∃𝑟2 .(𝐴 ⊓ 𝐵)} and 𝑠 (𝑏) = 𝑡 (𝑏) = ∅. Clearly,
𝑡 <IRQ 𝑠 . Since 𝑎 is the only individual that is mapped by 𝑠 to a
non-empty set, 𝑠 can only be lowered either w.r.t. (∃𝑟2 .𝐴) (𝑎) or
w.r.t. (∃𝑟1 .∃𝑟2 .⊤)(𝑎).

Using the former assertion, we obtain 𝑠 ′1 = low(𝑠, (∃𝑟2 .𝐴) (𝑎))
such that 𝑠 ′1 (𝑎) = {∃𝑟2 .(𝐴 ⊓ 𝐵), ∃𝑟1 .∃𝑟2 .(𝐴 ⊓ 𝐵)} and 𝑠 ′1 (𝑏) = ∅,
whereas using the latter assertion yields 𝑠 ′2 = low(𝑠, (∃𝑟1 .∃𝑟2 .⊤)(𝑎))
such that 𝑠 ′2 (𝑎) = {∃𝑟2 .𝐴, ∃𝑟1 .∃𝑟2 .(𝐴 ⊓ 𝐵)} and 𝑠 ′2 (𝑏) = ∅. It is easy
to see that 𝑡 is neither IRQ-covered by 𝑠 ′1 nor by 𝑠 ′2 since both
lowering functions ensure that 𝑟1 (𝑎, 𝑎) is contained in the induced
canonical repairs, while 𝑡 does not ensure this condition.

Nevertheless, Lemma 5.5 is strong enough to yield a characteri-
zation of ≤IRQ -minimality of seed functions.

Lemma 5.7. The repair seed function 𝑠 is not ≤IRQ -minimal iff
there exists 𝐷 ∈ 𝑠 (𝑎) such that low(𝑠, 𝐷 (𝑎)) is an rsf.

Proof. If 𝑠 ′ = low(𝑠, 𝐷 (𝑎)) is an rsf, then Lemma 5.4 yield
𝑠 ′ <IRQ 𝑠 , which shows that 𝑠 is not ≤IRQ -minimal. If conversely
𝑠 is not ≤IRQ -minimal, then there is an rsf 𝑡 such that 𝑡 <IRQ 𝑠 .
By Lemma 5.5, there is 𝑎 ∈ ΣI and 𝐷 ∈ 𝑠 (𝑎) such that 𝑡 ≤IQ
low(𝑠, 𝐷 (𝑎)). Since 𝑡 (𝑐) ≤ low(𝑠, 𝐷 (𝑎)) (𝑐) for each 𝑐 ∈ ΣI, transi-
tivity and the fact that 𝑡 is an rsf yield, for each 𝑃 (𝑐) ∈ P𝐶 with
B |= 𝑃 (𝑐), {𝑃} ≤ 𝑠 ′(𝑐). Thus, low(𝑠, 𝐷 (𝑎)) is an rsf. □
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Since there are only linearly many atoms in 𝑠 (𝑎) and computing
the sets M𝑐 for 𝑐 ∈ ΣI can be done in polynomial time, this finally
proves Proposition 4.11.

6 CONCLUSION
We have shown how results on computing optimal repairs [3] and
error-tolerant reasoning w.r.t. optimal repairs [8] can be extended
to a setting where the unwanted consequences consist not only
of concept assertions, but also of role assertions. Our approach
first repairs w.r.t. the role assertions, which yields a single optimal
repair that can be computed in polynomial time, and then applies
a known approach for computing optimal repairs w.r.t. concept
assertions [4] to this repair. For error-tolerant reasoning we prove
that, as in the case without role assertions in the repair request,
brave entailment is in P and cautious entailment is in coNP. The
main technical challenge was here to show that ≤IRQ -minimality
of a seed function can be decided in polynomial time, which is
more involved than the proof of the corresponding result for ≤IQ -
minimality in [8]. We have also shown that brave reasoning is
NP-complete and cautious reasoning is coNP-complete if classical
repairs are used instead of optimal ones. For cautious reasoningw.r.t.
optimal repairs, we were not able to show a matching coNP lower
bound, and actually conjecture that the problem is in P. Another
topic for future research is to investigate error-tolerant reasoning
for optimal repairs in the more expressive DL considered in [6].
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